
NEUTRAL
When productivity is the goal, consider neutral
colour temperatures around 4000K. This white
light is neither too warm nor too cool, closely
resembling daylight. Well-suited for offices,
kitchens, and workspaces, 4000K lighting
promotes focus and concentration. It enhances
visibility and colour accuracy, making it easier to
read, work, and perform tasks effectively.

Our Standard Colour Temperatures (CCT)

COZY AND INVITING
For a cozy and inviting ambiance, opt for
warmer colour temperatures like 2700K. This
range emits a soft, yellowish glow reminiscent
of traditional incandescent bulbs. Perfect for
living rooms, bedrooms, and dining areas,
2700K lighting creates a comfortable and
relaxing atmosphere, making it ideal for
unwinding after a long day.

VIBRANT AND CRISP
For spaces that require a vibrant and energetic
vibe, higher colour temperatures like 5000K to
6500K are excellent choices. These cooler
tones emit a crisp, bluish-white light that mimics
daylight on a clear day. They are great for areas
where you need to stay alert and active, such as
garages, workshops, or retail spaces.
Additionally, cool-toned lighting can help
maintain a sense of alertness during the
daytime.
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With CRI over 90 and a luminous efficacy of over 50 lumens per Watt.

Ultimately, the right colour temperature enhances the functionality and aesthetics of your space. By choosing the perfect balance between warmth and
coolness, you can curate an environment that aligns with your lifestyle and preferences. So, whether you're seeking tranquility, productivity, or dynamism,
LED lights offer an array of colour temperatures to help you achieve your desired ambiance.

Crafting the ideal atmosphere in your home or office starts with choosing the right colour temperature for your LED lights. Colour temperature, measured
in Kelvin (K), influences the perceived warmth or coolness of light, shaping the mood and functionality of a space.
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